A clear path to achieve more
with your workloads on Azure

SQL

Windows and SQL Server Migration on Azure: 6 Week Implementation
Like most IT organizations, you are spending 80% of your resources on just keeping the lights on. Faced with constant
demands for more scale and reliability amid the ongoing threat of cybersecurity attacks, even that might not be enough.
With colocation contracts ending and hardware aging, it is the perfect opportunity to take advantage of the scalability,
administrative, performance and security benefits of the cloud, while putting your organization on the path to innovation.

Azure – Best Cloud For Windows And SQL Server
Industry leading security

Unique cost savings
Save money when you apply Azure
Hybrid Benefits to your existing
investments and save even more
with free extended security updates

Benefit from Microsoft’s investment
into building security and
compliance into a cloud platform
you can trust

Unparalleled innovation
Accelerate infrastructure
modernization with features that
enable you to simplify administration
and open new possibilities with a
comprehensive set of services

SNP's Proven Approach To Migration
These workloads are the backbone of many ecosystems and a seamless migration is critical. With the experience of doing 100s
of successful migrations, SNP has a proven approach to help you solve the most pressing challenges and deliver the reliability,
performance, and security you expect.
Introduction Meeting

Migrate

Test

Plan implementation timeline, roles,
and responsibilities

Test migration with a small-scale
database and environment (if possible).

Review suggested architecture and
cloud services needed

Optimize migration process by
determining possible implementation
issues in the test phase

Assess security and performance

Migrate the database to Azure, in line
with your workload requirements

Final Deliverables

Time To Implement:

6 Weeks

Fully operational and secure cloud environment for your workload.
Documentation of new environment: Scripts, credentials and any other knowledge transfer.
Post migration documentation

$

Cost:

$25,000 (Estimated)

"This project has been one of the most challenging and significant accomplishments of my career. I am incredibly grateful
to have had the opportunity to work with the SNP team on the project. The depth and breadth of knowledge within SNP are
second to none. The SNP team have been amazing from start to finish. Their understanding of the subject matter, attention to
detail, dedication, and persistence have been on point throughout the project. I look forward to future projects/engagements.“
CTO of a Leading Global Law Firm

About SNP Technologies Inc.
Microsoft Gold Certified Partner in Data Platform, Data Analytics, Cloud Platform and Datacenter with Advanced Specializations
in Windows & SQL Server Migrations to Azure and Modernization of Web Applications to Azure.
2019 US PARTNER
AWARD WINNER

2019 PARTNER OF THE
YEAR FINALIST

2018 US SI PARTNER OF
THE YEAR WINNER

2018 PARTNER OF THE
YEAR FINALIST

Intelligent Cloud - OSS
Microsoft Azure Award

Open Source Applications &
Infrastructure on Azure Award

Solution Innovation on
Microsoft Azure Award

Open Source Applications &
Infrastructure on Azure Award

Get started
For more information, get in touch with us:
Sachin Parikh, VP, Business Development
sachin@snp.com
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